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FILENAME

DESCRIPTION

WIND_Winds Essential Distant Gentle Breeze_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A gentle and varying breeze moves through a distant grove of trees. Occasional distant tree squeaks and blowing debris.

WIND_Winds Essential Distant Breeze
Consistent_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A fairly consistent gentle breeze blows over a distant ridge in a spacious valley.

WIND_Winds Essential Breeze Building_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A gentle but building breeze blows across the canopy of a forest. Sound of coniferous needles landing on forest floor and squeaking trees at times.

WINDVege_Winds Essential Gentle Breeze Varied
_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A gentle and slowly varying breeze lightly blows through a spacious forest creating various wind tones. Subtle leaf and stick movement audible at times.

WIND_Winds Essential Gentle Breeze _B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A stronger but still gentle breeze intermittently blows through a forest creating various wind tones. Subtle leaf and stick movement audible at times.

WIND_Winds Essential Gentle Gust _B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Gentle gusts of wind recorded in open alpine meadow. A gentle rush of wind can be heard consistently on a distant ridge, occasionally producing subtle tones.

WIND_Winds Essential Snow Cave_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDGust_Winds Essential Gusts Varied V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDGust_Winds Essential Gusts Varied V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDTonl_Winds Essential Deep Roar_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDVege_Winds Essential Rushing Snow_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDGust_Winds Essential Strong Roaring Gusts
V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDGust_Winds Essential Strong Roaring Gusts
V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDGust_Winds Isolated Gust Debris_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDGust_Winds Isolated Storm Force V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDGust_Winds Isolated Storm Force V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDGust_Winds Tonal Gentle Gust Hum_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Wind enters snow cave to create intimate and sporadic, yet relaxing gusts. Distant wind gusting through forests can be heard consistently. Has a very
“sheltered” feeling.
Variable wind gusts through spacious forest. Gentle, medium, and strong gusts all featured creating various tones. Subtle tree squeaks and leaf movement
audible at times.
Variable wind gusts through spacious forest. Gentle, medium, and strong gusts all featured creating various tones. Blowing snow audible at times. Subtle tree
squeaks and leaf movement audible at times.
Strong winds produce consistent but varying deep roaring tones in mature mixed forest. Trees moving, squeaking, and cracking throughout. Sound of coniferous
needles landing on forest floor at times.
Strong winds produce consistent but varying rushing sounds in a spacious forest. Trees moving, squeaking, and cracking throughout. Light snow falling and
blowing at times.
Strong roaring gusts build and subside in spacious forest causes trees to squeak and bend. Occasional blowing snow, subtle leaf movement audible at times.
Strong varied roaring gusts in spacious forest causes trees to squeak and bend. Occasional blowing snow, subtle leaf movement audible at times.
Very strong isolated gust is heard moving through a spacious grove of trees, carrying with it debris. Causes trees to squeak, bend, shed debris.
Isolated storm force gust hits mature mixed forest causing trees to bend and squeak, branches to snap, and debris to fall. Tonal humming and roaring
throughout.
Isolated storm force gust hits mature mixed forest causing trees to bend and squeak, branches to snap, and debris to fall. Stronger wind than V1. Tonal
humming and roaring throughout.
Gentle gusts move across alpine valley. In the background, strong winds move over a distant rocky ridge-line causing rushing and frequent tonal “hum”.
Occasional blowing snow can be heard.
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DESCRIPTION
Consistently strong gusty wind moves across and through a small rock cave in a high alpine zone producing various tones and humming. Drifting snow can be
WINDTonl_Winds Tonal Consistent Gusts Cave_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
heard throughout.
WINDTonl_Winds Tonal Distant Roar _B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Wind gusts cause distant tonal humming in alpine boulder field. Subtle debris movement and snow blowing can be heard at times.

WIND_Winds Textural Gentle Clicking Owl_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Tiny leaf occasionally clicks and ticks as a gentle breeze moves through a small aspen grove. Owl’s and other nocturnal birds heard at times.

WINDVege_Winds Textural Gentle Leaves_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Small dried leaves agitated by light calming breeze in a small aspen forest creates gentle clicking. Distant nocturnal birds audible occasionally.

WIND_Winds Textural Gentle Debris Falling _B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WIND_Winds Textural Breeze Light Debris_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A gentle breeze causes small sticks and leaves to delicately fall from trees and land on the forest floor. Leaf movement and distant breezes heard at times.
Distant nocturnal birds audible occasionally.
A gentle but deep breeze agitates dried leaves and sticks and causes small pieces of debris to fall from trees. Distant stronger breezes and nocturnal birds
audible occasionally.

WINDVege_Winds Textural Rhythmic Leaf V1 _B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav The slightest breeze causes two leaves to rhythmically spin and tick. Distant Canadian Geese audible early in file. Distant nocturnal birds audible occasionally.
WINDVege_Winds Textural Rhythmic Leaf V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDVege_Winds Textural Breeze Leaves_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDVege_Winds Textural Breeze Branches Small
V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDVege_Winds Textural Breeze Branches Small
V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDVege_Winds Textural Leaves Shaking Steady
Detailed_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDVege_Winds Textural Leaves Shaking Varied
Subtle_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDVege_Winds Textural Leaves Shaking
Varied_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDVege_Winds Textural Leaves Breeze
Stronger_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDVege_Winds Textural Leaves Gusts Soothing
V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDVege_Winds Textural Leaves Gusts Soothing
V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Breeze causes leaf to prominently and rhythmically tick periodically. Other distant leaf, tree, and debris movement along with distant gusts heard at times.
A sturdy breeze causes dried leaves to shake and click against each other producing a bright sound. Varying breezes and tree sounds also prominent
throughout.
Varying breezes cause small branches to sway, squeak and knock together. Various leaf sounds and distant breezes also audible throughout Distant faint birds
audible at times.
Varying breezes and gusts cause small branches to sway, squeak and knock together. Various leaf and debris sounds heard throughout. Distant tonal wind
audible at times.
Leaves consistently shake in mostly steady wind. Distant tonal wind and birds audible at times.
Light varied breezes causes leaves to shake subtly. Distant tonal wind audible at times.
Light breezes cause leaves to shake prominently causing various tones and textures. Distant tonal wind audible at times.
Stronger breeze cause leaves to shake and hiss creating various textures. Occasional tree squeaks present. Distant tonal wind audible at times.
Varying gusts cause leaves to shake and clink together creating a soothing and bright sound. Distant tonal wind audible at times.
Stronger gusts cause leaves to shake and clink together creating a soothing and bright sound. Distant tonal wind audible at times.
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WINDVege_Winds Textural Leaves Gusts
Moderate_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDVege_Winds Textural Leaves Gusts Detailed
V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WINDVege_Winds Textural Leaves Gusts Detailed
V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

DESCRIPTION
Moderate gusts blow through mature forest causing leaves and branches to shake and click together consistently.
Gusts of varying strength cause detailed leaf and branch movement in mature forest.
Stronger gusts cause detailed leaf and branch movement in mature forest. Distant tonal wind audible at times.

WINDVege_Winds Textural Leaves Gusts Roar_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Strong and varied gusts cause detailed leaf and branch movement in mature forest. Roar of strong winds audible throughout. Distant tonal wind audible at
times.

WINDVege_Winds Textural Trees Knocking
Squeaking_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Strong winds cause large trees to loudly knock together and squeak. Occasional debris blowing in wind. Distant roar of wind audible throughout.

WIND_Winds Storms Strong Gusts V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WIND_Winds Storms Strong Gusts V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WIND_Winds Storms Varying Intimate_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Strong but slow storm force gusts blow through a mature forest making trees squeak, branches break, and debris fly through the air. Distant tonal roaring of
strong winds audible throughout.
Building storm force gusts blow through a mature forest making trees squeak, branches break, and debris fly through the air. Distant tonal roaring of strong
winds audible throughout.
Storm-front builds and rips through a mature forest making trees squeak, branches break, and debris fly through the air before subsiding. Varying distant storm
gusts . Contains a multitude of storm sounds. Winds in excess of 40 MPH (65 KPH).

SNOWMisc_Snow Isolated_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

The essential snowfall sound. Isolated and intimate with no wind. Designed for layering with other winter ambiences.

SNOWMisc_Snow Isolated Intimate Spacious_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Isolated large snowflakes fall in open and spacious tundra. Close, medium, and distant taps of large snowflakes featured throughout. Little to no wind.

SNOWMisc_Snow Large Wet_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Large and wet snowflakes fall on hard snow pack. Very distant low toned gurgling of creek under frozen ice occasionally audible. Little to no wind.

SNOWMisc_Snow Small Light_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Small snowflakes lightly fall on hard snow pack. Hiss of distant snowfall audible throughout. Little to no wind.

SNOWMisc_Snow Sparse Subtle_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Small snowflakes fall subtly and sparsely on hard snowpack. Little to no wind.

SNOWMisc_Snow Leaves Delicate_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Snowflakes fall delicately on dry leaves creating soothing tones. Distant river drones in background. Occasional very light breezes.

SNOWMisc_Snow Storm Sheltered V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
SNOWMisc_Snow Storm Sheltered V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
SNOWMisc_Snow Storm Exposed_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Snow falls calmly in foreground as roaring storm winds blow on distant ridges. Has a sheltered feel to it. Very distant low toned gurgling of creek under frozen
ice occasionally audible, distant tonal winds audible at times.
Snow falls calmly in foreground as roaring storm winds slowly build on distant ridges and then calms. Has a sheltered feel to it. Very distant low toned gurgling
of creek under frozen ice occasionally audible, distant tonal winds audible at times.
Large snowflakes rapidly fall and are blown around during storm in open tundra. Has a very exposed feel. Varying close and distant tones of blowing snow heard
throughout as well as gusty intimate winds.
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SNOWMisc_Snow Storm Building Wind_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A calm snow storm is heard building into large snow squall with very strong roaring winds in a mature forest. Debris and snow can be heard blowing at times.

SNOWMisc_Snow Drifting Gusts Intimate V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Snow heard delicately and intimately blowing across open tundra. Distant tonal winds audible at times.

SNOWMisc_Snow Drifting Gusts Intimate V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Snow heard delicately and intimately blowing across open tundra. Distant tonal winds audible at times. More subtle than V1.

SNOWMisc_Snow Drifting Gusts Whipping_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Snow is heard whipping across forest floor with varying strength gusts. Distant tonal winds audible at times. Occasional tree squeaks and debris movement at
times.

SNOWMisc_Snow Drifting Gusts Strong_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Strong and turbulent gusts cause snow to drift in alpine meadow. Roar of winds can be heard on a distant ridge.

ICEMisc_Ice Hoarfrost Forming_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
ICEMisc_Ice Covered Trees Shatter V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WATRFlow_Ice Covered Trees Shatter V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A high pitch hissing resulting from minuscule water droplets hitting trees and immediately forming into ice. Almost “Fog” like. Hear gentle winds cause iced
branches to click together and shatter. Distant tonal winds audible at times.
Trees that have been covered in a thin sheet of ice sway in a gentle breeze, causing ice chunks to snap, shatter, and fall to the ground, producing various tones
and notes in a spacious forest. Distant tonal winds audible at times.
Trees that have been covered in a thin sheet of ice sway in a gentle breeze, causing ice chunks to snap, shatter, and fall to the ground, producing various tones
and notes in a spacious forest. Less activity than V1. Distant tonal winds audible at times.

WATRFlow_Rivers Distant Frozen Spacious_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Distant partially frozen river. Spacious sound. Varying tonal notes emanating from distant ice sheets. Little to no wind.

WATRFlow_Rivers Distant Spacious_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Distant large river. Very spacious sound. Very occasional distant tonal wind.

WATRFlow_Rivers Distant Large Valley_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Large river reverberating in large mountain valley. Occasional leaf and tree movement and distant gusts.

WATRFlow_Rivers Distant Large Valley Wind_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Large river reverberating in large mountain valley with moderately strong wind gusts throughout. Leaf and tree movement throughout. Occasional blowing debris
and snow can be heard.

WATRFlow_Rivers Distant Canyon Owls _B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A medium sized river reverberates through a canyon while owls hoot distantly and frequently. Slight wind audible at times.

WATRFlow_Rivers Distant Canyon_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A medium sized river reverberates through a small canyon. Slight wind audible at times.

WATRFlow_Rivers Distant Canyon Wind_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A medium sized river reverberates through a small canyon. Slight intimate breeze prominent throughout.

WATRFlow_Rivers Moderate Breeze_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A medium sized river heard from a moderately close perspective. Some details of the river features are audible. A slight but very intimate and consistent breeze
is featured throughout.

WATRFlow_Rivers Moderate Frozen V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Deep gargles and rushing of a frozen-over medium sized river. Slight gentle breeze at times
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WATRFlow_Rivers Moderate Frozen V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WATRFlow_Rivers Moderate Large Snow_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WATRFlow_Rivers Moderate Partially Frozen
V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WATRFlow_Rivers Moderate Partially Frozen
V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

DESCRIPTION
Deep gargles and rushing of a frozen-over medium sized river. Slight gentle breeze at times. Deeper tones than V1. Ice chunks can occasionally be heard
breaking under the surface and moving downstream.
Large rushing river heard from a moderate distance with subtle snow falling consistently on leaves and branches. Little to no wind.
A large partially frozen river heard from a moderately close perspective. Large ice sheets create tonal ringing at times. Occasional gentle breeze at times.
A large partially frozen river heard from a moderately close perspective. Steady light breeze present throughout. Large ice sheets shift subtly, changing the tone
of the river throughout and create tonal ringing at times.

WATRFlow_Rivers Close Creek Spacious V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A gently flowing creek heard from a close but spacious perspective. Slight breeze at times.

WATRFlow_Rivers Close Creek Spacious V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A gently flowing creek heard from a close but spacious perspective. Slight breeze at times. More details than V1.

WATRFlow_Rivers Close Large Gurgling Rushing
V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
WATRFlow_Rivers Close Large Gurgling Rushing
V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A large rushing river is heard from a close perspective gurgling and babbling. Ice chunks can be heard subtly floating down river. Slight gentle breeze at times.
A large rushing river is heard from a close perspective gurgling and babbling. Ice chunks can be heard subtly floating down river. Deeper tone than V1. Gentle
breeze at times.

WATRFlow_Rivers Close Large Spacious V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A large and active river is heard rushing through a mountain valley from a close but spacious perspective. Little to no wind.

WATRFlow_Rivers Close Large Spacious V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A large and active river is heard rushing through a mountain valley from a close but spacious perspective. Closer and more powerful than V1. Little to no wind.

AMBRurl_Quiet Tundra_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Silent winter recorded in open tundra. Very little distinct activity, little to no audible wind. Pure natural silence.

AMBForst_Quiet Forest_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Silent winter recorded in a mature forest. Very little distinct activity, little to no audible wind. Pure natural silence.

AMBRurl_Quiet Frozen Lake_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Silent winter recorded at the center of a fairly large frozen lake. Very little distinct activity, little to no audible wind. Pure natural silence.

AMBRurl_Quiet Canyon_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Silent winter recorded inside a canyon with no water flowing. Very little distinct activity, little to no audible wind. Pure natural silence.

AMBRurl_Quiet Valley V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Silent winter recorded in a forested valley. Very little distinct activity, little to no audible wind. Pure natural silence.

AMBRurl_Quiet Valley V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Silent winter recorded in a large forested valley. Deeper tone than V1. Very little distinct activity, little to no audible wind. Pure natural silence.

AMBRurl_Quiet Mountain Ridge_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Silent winter recorded on the top of a mountain ridge. Very little distinct activity, little to no audible wind. Pure natural silence.
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AMBRurl_Quiet Alpine Meadow_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Silent winter recorded large alpine meadow. Very little distinct activity, little to no audible wind. Pure natural silence.

AMBRurl_Quiet Alpine Valley V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Silent winter recorded in alpine valley. Very little distinct activity, little to no audible wind. Pure natural silence.

AMBRurl_Quiet Alpine Valley V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Silent winter recorded in large alpine valley. Deeper tone than V1. Very little distinct activity, little to no audible wind. Pure natural silence.

AMBRurl_Activity Owl Distant River_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Owl hoots frequently at various distances with distant river rushing in background. Little to no wind.

AMBForst_Activity Owl Forest Spacious V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Owl hoots frequently at various distances in a spacious forest. Little to no wind.

AMBForst_Activity Owl Forest Spacious V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Owl hoots frequently at various distances in a spacious forest. Owl is closer than V1. Distant breezes audible at times.

AMBForst_Activity Owl Forest Breeze_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Owl hoots frequently at various distances in a forest. Occasional breezes cause trees to squeak and leaves to rattle, move, and occasionally fall. Distant breezes
audible at times.

AMBForst_Activity Owl Solo Isolated_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

An owl is heard hooting closely and frequently in forest. Small gentle breezes audible at times.

AMBRurl_Activity Grouse Drumming_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
AMBRurl_Activity Waterfowl Flyby Solo_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A moderately close Grouse produces loud low-frequency “drumming” sounds in a still forest. Occasional distant owl hoots at times. Slight breeze at times. First
drumming occurs at 0:10.
A pair of waterfowl fly from left to right while producing subtle “squeaking” sounds. Distant owls audible at times. Extremely distant thuds and gargles from
frozen river also audible at times.

AMBRurl_Activity Geese Flying Distant_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A pair of geese fly in the distance while calling creating subtle echoes across river valley. Slight breeze at times.

AMBRurl_Activity Geese Flyby Echoes_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A Pair of geese fly from left to right while calling producing echoes around a spacious river valley. Slight breeze at times. Extremely distant thuds, gargles, and
tones from frozen river also audible at times.

AMBRurl_Activity Bald Eagle Solo Isolated_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A Bald Eagle calls from a moderately distant tree. Other distant bird calls audible at times

AMBRurl_Activity Dawn Chorus_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

The first dawn chorus of spring is heard on a warm winter morning. Features birds calling, singing, and flying at various distances. Distant rushing river heard
throughout. Slight Breeze at times.

AMBRurl_Activity Coyotes Distant_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

A distant pack of coyotes howl across an open river valley into a silent winter night creating various echoes. Little to no wind.

AMBRurl_Activity Coyotes Snow_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
AMBRurl_Activity Coyote Solo Close Isolated_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

Various coyote solo and group howls are heard during a light snow. Echoes throughout the valley are audible. Little to no wind. Very distant river rushing heard
throughout.
A pack of coyote’s howl at a moderately close distance, triggering a singular coyote very close to join in. Beautiful vocalizations and echoes around a valley. Very
distant river rushing and occasional wind gusts heard throughout.
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AMBForst_Activity Fox Screams Distant V1_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
AMBForst_Activity Fox Screams Distant V2_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav
AMBForst_Activity Quiet Forest Creatures_B00M_3DS06_2.0.wav

DESCRIPTION
A distant fox screams frequently and consistently in dense forest. Slight breeze throughout causes leaves to shake and rattle. Distant tonal winds audible at
times.
A distant fox screams frequently and consistently in dense forest. Fox is closer than V1. Slight breeze throughout causes leaves to shake and rattle. Distant
tonal winds audible at times.
Multiple animals call distantly and subtly in spacious forest creating “eerie” sound. Various distant screams, grunts, and vocalizations heard throughout. Slight
breeze at times. Obvious example at 0:56.
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